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Inventors Loop Cards 
Instructions for Play 

 

The goal: 
 
In loop cards, each card contains both an answer and a question. The goal is to arrange the 
cards so that each question is followed by the correct answer.  
 
For a single player: 
 
Print the cards, cut them apart, and shuffle them thoroughly. The player’s goal is to arrange the 
cards so that each question is followed by the correct answer (except that the first and last 
cards will complete each other). The player can do this by lining them up like dominoes on the 
table or desk, stacking them in a pile in the correct order, etc.  
 
For classroom use: 
 
Print the cards, cut them apart, and shuffle them thoroughly. Give one card to each student. If 
you have fewer students than the number of cards, give some children more than one card.  
 
Choose one student to begin by reading the question on the lower half of his or her card. Once 
the student has finished reading the question, the remaining students should review their cards. 
When someone feels he or she has the card with the correct answer, have the student stand up, 
raise a hand, or respond in whatever way you prefer. If the answer is correct, that student 
should then read his question to the class. If the answer is not correct, continue working with 
the students to find who is holding the correct answer. If desired, you can have the students 
form a line or a circle as they complete their card so you can build an actual loop in your    
classroom. Play continues until all questions have been answered, with the final question being 
answered by the student who started the loop.  
 
Example:  
 
One card asks the question, “Who invented the Model T and changed the way cars were made?” 
The correct answer is the card that says, “Henry Ford.” The question at the bottom of the Henry 
Ford card asks, “Who invented bifocal glasses?” The correct answer is the card that says, 
“Benjamin Franklin.”  
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The Wright Brothers 

Who invented an early         
windshield wiper? 

Mary Anderson 

Who invented a way to develop 
underexposed film? 
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Barbara Askins 

Who invented ways to             
help us see better? 

Dr. Patricia Bath 

Who invented the life raft? 
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Maria Beasley 

Who invented the telephone? 

Alexander Graham Bell 

Who invented a closed circuit 
television security system? 
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Marie Van Brittan Brown 

Who invented new ways             
to use peanuts? 

George Washington Carver 

Who invented the first practical 
mechanical dishwasher? 
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Josephine Cochrane 

Who invented a new                 
kind of fire escape? 

Anna Connelly 

Who invented flares that ships 
use to communicate at night? 
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Martha Coston 

Who invented modern              
disposable diapers? 

Marion Donovan 

Who invented many things      
like a record player and a       

new kind of light bulb? 
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Thomas Edison 

Who invented the Model T       
and changed the way             

cars were made? 

Henry Ford 

Who invented bifocal glasses? 
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Benjamin Franklin 

Who invented a                        
folding cabinet bed? 

Sarah B. Goode 

Who invented a movable        
type printing press? 
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Johannes Gutenberg 

Who co-founded Apple         
Computer and changed        

technology? 

Steve Jobs 

Who, along with her husband,  
developed the first artificially-

created radioactive atoms? 
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Irene Joliot-Curie 

Who invented a                       
bathroom tissue holder? 

Mary Kenner 

Who invented an                         
artificial kidney? 
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Willem J. Kolff 

Who invented Kevlar? 

Stephanie Kwolek 

Who invented the                  
World Wide Web? 
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Tim Berners Lee 

Who invented a new                 
kind of mop? 

Joy Mangano 

Who invented a machine that 
made making shoes easier? 
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Jan Ernst Matzeliger 

Who invented a way trains  
could run a long period of time 

without stopping? 

Elijah McCoy 

Who invented an                         
automatic elevator door? 
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Alexander Miles 

Who invented the                     
electric telegraph? 

Samuel Morse 

Who invented a liquid               
correction fluid? 
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Bette Nesmith 

Who invented                              
important vaccines? 

Louis Pasteur 

Who invented things                  
that helped radios work? 
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Nikola Tesla 

Who invented the                    
chocolate chip cookie? 

Ruth Wakefield 

Who invented new hair products 
for women? 
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Sarah Breedlove Walker 

Who invented the cotton gin? 

Eli Whitney 

Who invented a new                 
kind of airplane? 
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Inventors Loop Cards 
Answer Key 

 

1. Mary Anderson invented an early windshield wiper.  
2. Barbara Askins invented a way to develop underexposed film.  
3. Dr. Patricia Bath invented ways to help us see better.  
4. Maria Beasley invented the life raft.  
5. Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone. 
6. Marie Van Brittan Brown invented a closed circuit television security system.  
7. George Washington Carver invented new ways to use peanuts.  
8. Josephine Cochrane invented the first practical mechanical dishwasher.  
9. Anna Connelly invented a new kind of fire escape.  
10. Martha Coston invented flares that ships use to communicate at night.  
11. Marion Donovan invented modern disposable diapers.  
12. Thomas Edison invented many things like a record player and a new kind of light bulb.  
13. Henry Ford invented the Model T and changed the way cars were made.  
14. Benjamin Franklin invented bifocal glasses.  
15. Sarah B. Goode invented a folding cabinet bed.  
16. Johannes Gutenberg invented a movable type printing press.  
17. Steve Jobs co-founded Apple Computer and changed technology.  
18. Irene Joliot-Curie and her husband developed the first artificially-created radioactive      

atoms.  
19. Mary Kenner invented a bathroom tissue holder.  
20. Willem J. Kolff invented an artificial kidney.  
21. Stephanie Kwolek invented Kevlar.  
22. Tim Berners Lee invented the World Wide Web. 
23. Joy Mangano invented a new kind of mop.  
24. Jan Ernst Matzeliger invented a machine that made making shoes easier.  
25. Elijah McCoy invented a way trains could run a long period of time without stopping.  
26. Alexander Miles invented an automatic elevator door.  
27. Samuel Morse invented the electric telegraph.  
28. Bette Nesmith invented a liquid correction fluid.  
29. Louis Pasteur invented important vaccines.  
30. Nikola Tesla invented things that helped radios work.  
31. Ruth Wakefield invented the chocolate chip cookie.  
32. Sarah Breedlove Walker invented new hair products for women.  
33. Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin.  
34. The Wright Brothers invented a new kind of airplane.  
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Thank you for downloading my product! I pray it is a blessing to you and your family. If you’d like to view 
more of my products and freebies, you’ll find them at WriteBonnieRose.com. I am adding new material      
almost every week, so please check back often or sign up to receive my newsletter so you don’t miss a 
thing. 
 
At WriteBonnieRose.com, you’ll find: 
 
• Resources for Teaching Kids About the Persecuted Church and Unreached People Groups 
• Copywork 
• History Resources and Printables 
• Holiday Resources and Printables 
• Coloring Pages 
• Notebooking Pages 
• Timeline Worksheets and Resources 
• Short Stories for Kids 
• Writing Opportunities 
• How to Write for Homeschoolers  
 
I’d love to connect with you! In addition to my website, you can find me on: 
 
 

CurrClick 
Educents 

Teachers Pay Teachers 
Facebook  
Pinterest 
Twitter 

LinkedIn 
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